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						Leadership and Management


						
							Overview

							
								Our portfolio of powerful programs for leaders and managers, informed by decades of research and road-tested experience, are designed to challenge your current thinking and approaches. Prepare to become a better leader, refine your management skills, and take on greater challenges by selecting from one of our many programs that cover every facet of leadership and management. Expand your capacity to lead, inspire, and achieve.

							


											


					
						
							
								

Featured Video
Professor Nancy Rothbard on how Wharton teaches leadership
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							Senior Leadership
	[image: Wharton Executive Education Alumni Status logo]Alumni Status Advanced Management Program
Modular: On Campus and Live OnlineMay 20 – October 18, 2024On Campus and Online$69,500
See More
Wharton’s flagship leadership program is a transformational and immersive program for senior executives who are at the peak of their careers. This intellectually rigorous and highly experiential program will define you as a leader and strengthen your strategic prowess. Upon completion, you will be granted highly sought-after Wharton alumni status. 

Learn More »Download Schedule & Materials »



	Becoming a Leader of Leaders: Pathways for Success
April 14 – 19, 2024Philadelphia, PA$14,000
See More
Ensure your competence as a leader and examine the timeliness of your strategic vision. You will learn from the decision-making processes of great leaders and discuss challenges with a network of global peers.

Learn More »Download Schedule & Materials »



	Boards That Lead: Corporate Governance That Builds Value
February 4 – 5, 2025Philadelphia, PA$6,500
See More
Based on the book Boards That Lead, this executive education program provides the latest thinking from some of the world’s most knowledgeable and dynamic boardroom leaders on how directors can make a leadership difference.

Learn More »Download Schedule & Materials »



	CEO Academy®
July 17 – November 13, 2024$20,000
See More
Developed through a partnership between Wharton Executive Education and the CEO Academy®, this program provides CEOs with an unparalleled opportunity to connect with peers in a dynamic setting and enhance their leadership and strategic decision-making skills.

Learn More »



	Corporate Governance: Essentials for a New Business Era
April 22 – 25, 2024Philadelphia, PA$9,850
See More
Acquire critical management tools and gain new insight into the duties and nuances of board service. Learn how to forge partnerships with company officers to strengthen financial return, conduct better enterprise risk management, and achieve governance diversity during these complex times. 

Learn More »Download Schedule & Materials »



	Executive Development Program
September 16 – 27, 2024Philadelphia, PA$30,000
See More
Ascend to greater levels of management by honing your business acumen in multiple core competencies and advance your strategic decision-making capabilities to think faster, smarter, and more creatively. Intensive executive coaching from Wharton’s world-renowned faculty prepares you to lead your organization through the massive disruption happening in industries everywhere.

Learn More »Download Schedule & Materials »



	[image: Wharton Executive Education Alumni Status logo]Alumni Status General Management Program
See More
Invigorate, strengthen, and refine your leadership skills while elevating your management skills. Gain operational insight as you advance your business acumen with a focused curriculum that covers finance, leadership, marketing, and strategy. Accelerate your career while building an invaluable global network. Upon completion, you will be granted highly sought-after Wharton alumni status. 

Learn More »Download Schedule & Materials »



	Global Strategic Leadership
May 6 – 9, 2024Philadelphia, PA$9,850
See More
Lead your organization through the shifting global marketplace by building strategies that outmaneuver unpredictable trends and outperform the competition. Gain the insight necessary to predict future scenarios and create the global advantages required to drive success.

Learn More »Download Schedule & Materials »



	Leading Digital Transformation
April 29 – May 3, 2024Philadelphia, PA$12,000
See More
Shift your mindset from traditional thinking on product- or service-based value creation and competition to a platform and ecosystem perspective, and understand the new set of strategic choices and tradeoffs they represent.

Learn More »Download Schedule & Materials »



	Shareholder Activism: Activating Change for Value Creation
August 19 – 22, 2024Philadelphia, PA$9,850
See More
Learn how corporate boards and C-suite leadership prepare for activist campaigns directed at their company, and discover effective solutions for managing the process when it occurs. Develop the fundamentals for both value investing and value-based management. 

Learn More »Download Schedule & Materials »



	The CFO: Becoming a Strategic Partner
May 13 – 17, 2024Philadelphia, PA$14,500
See More
This program helps you refine your leadership style, communicate your financial knowledge to other leaders, and extend your influence across the organization. You will enhance your ability to impact your organization's strategy and value creation.

Learn More »Download Schedule & Materials »



	Women on Boards: Building Exceptional Leaders
June 11 – 14, 2024Philadelphia, PA$9,850
See More
Explore how to navigate the politics and culture of the boardroom and discover how to make your voice heard in this program that will give you a strong foundation for serving in your first director role.

Learn More »Download Schedule & Materials »





	Team and Individual Leadership
	Business Essentials for Executives
May 13 – 17, 2024Philadelphia, PA$12,000
See More
Accelerate your career with an in-depth understanding of the core concepts that drive business in every industry. Tap into the minds of Wharton’s world-renowned MBA faculty to become a stronger, more decisive leader.

Learn More »Download Schedule & Materials »



	Business Model Innovation in the Age of AI
May 6 – 10, 2024Philadelphia, PA$12,000
See More
Uncover industry-disrupting, revenue-building innovation within your existing business model. Learn to create, implement, and promote growth drivers for immediate application within your organization. 

Learn More »Download Schedule & Materials »



	Effective Decision Making: Thinking Critically and Rationally
May 20 – 24, 2024Philadelphia, PA$12,000
See More
Break through the hurdles of uncertainty and bias to become a powerfully decisive, more strategic leader. Hone your ability to influence and persuade by applying field-based research, proven approaches, and behavioral economics. Return to your organization with actionable knowledge to overcome obstacles and lead your organization to success. 

Learn More »Download Schedule & Materials »



	New Generative AI and Business Transformation
October 28 – 31, 2024Philadelphia, PA$12,500
See More
The emergence of generative AI has the potential to launch companies into game-changing growth. In order to successfully leverage its potential, you need a comprehensive understanding of generative AI technology, platforms, and large language models — as well as insight into acceptance barriers. Generative AI and Business Transformation leverages thought leadership from the world-renowned AI research center at The Wharton School to provide an in-depth analysis of the technology and transformative capabilities of generative AI. You’ll leave empowered with the knowledge and real-world strategies required to implement successful applications throughout your organization.

Learn More »Download Schedule & Materials »



	High-Potential Leaders: Accelerating Your Impact
April 29 – May 3, 2024Philadelphia, PA$13,850
See More
Develop the strategic perspective required of global leaders, learn to manage uncertainty and execute your vision, and establish a firm personal foundation that can withstand the pressures of leadership.

Learn More »Download Schedule & Materials »



	Leading Organizational Change
February 10 – 13, 2025Philadelphia, PA$10,250
See More
Expertly lead change initiatives within your organization by learning how to apply actionable steps to overcome resistance, establish greater resilience, and drive positive change behavior. Hone your intuition and develop real-world frameworks by participating in an experiential simulation employed by Fortune 500 executives.

Learn More »Download Schedule & Materials »



	New Leading Today’s Talent: Management Strategies for an Evolving Workforce
September 30 – October 4, 2024Philadelphia, PA$12,250
See More
For today’s leaders, navigating how to build and manage a team has proven more important and challenging than ever before, and attracting, motivating, and retaining talent is no longer a function reserved solely for HR. Staying ahead of the curve now requires both an evolved skillset and deep understanding of best practices, emerging trends, and technologies. This program equips participants with the proven skills required for successful people management — but through the much-needed lens of the ever-shifting future of work. 

Learn More »Download Schedule & Materials »



	New People Management for Emerging Leaders
September 1 – October 30, 2024Live Online$5,500Program Welcome Session
Tuesday, September 3, 2024 
3:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. EST 
AND 
Tuesdays beginning September, 10, 2024
for six consecutive weeks 
1:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. EST 
Additional asynchronous hours weekly
See More
This program offers a practical approach to the basics and more challenging aspects of assuming a supervisory position. Explore hiring and retention, succeeding through others’ success, managing difficult team contributors, legal and ethical issues, project management, handling interpersonal conflicts, motivating your people day to day, and more. People Management for Emerging Leaders is the ideal introduction or refresher for all those entrusted with leading a team to success. 

Learn More »Download Schedule & Materials »



	Scaling Business for Profitable Growth
June 3 – 7, 2024Philadelphia, PA$12,000
See More
Successfully navigate your company toward revenue-producing growth while strengthening strategic, financial, marketing, and leadership initiatives. Leave with an immediately deployable and financially viable plan for scalable expansion.

Learn More »Download Schedule & Materials »



	The Neuroscience of Business: Innovations in Leadership and Strategic Decisions
May 13 – 17, 2024Philadelphia, PA$12,000
See More
Learn how to apply neuroscience principles and technology to shape consumer behavior, improve your decisions, build better teams, strengthen client relationships, and hone marketing and communication strategies.

Learn More »Download Schedule & Materials »



	New Wharton ESG Essentials 
See More
Go beyond the headlines, tackle real-time challenges, and gain the clarity to not just understand the impacts of environmental, social, and governance (ESG) factors but to strategically harness them. Gain the tactical competencies needed to successfully link ESG to profit and loss statements, create a solid risk-management plan, and adopt proven best practices rooted in research. 

Learn More »Download Schedule & Materials »



	New Wharton ESG Executive Certificate for Financial Professionals
See More
Gain a powerful, actionable toolkit for investment professionals to implement, measure, model, and optimize ESG asset integration in your portfolios for sustained value generation. This advanced certificate is designed to quickly catapult financial leaders to the forefront of ongoing ESG investment decision making, empowering them to act as informed, prepared catalysts for change.

Learn More »Download Schedule & Materials »



	New Wharton ESG Executive Certificate for Senior Leaders
See More
Navigate mounting ESG complexities for senior business leaders. This certificate program provides a practical mix of insights for c-suite and board members to lead the way in ESG innovation and transformation. This advanced certificate is designed to quickly catapult corporate leaders to the forefront of ongoing ESG decision making, empowering them to act as informed, prepared catalysts for change.

Learn More »Download Schedule & Materials »



	New Wharton ESG Executive Certificate for Strategists
See More
Rise above the rhetoric and lofty promises to affect real change. Learn how to formulate, advocate for, and implement strategies that address ESG factors and apply the relevant research and tools to lead ESG strategy integration for your firm. This advanced certificate is designed to quickly catapult professionals to the forefront of ongoing ESG decision making, empowering them to act as informed, prepared catalysts for change.

Learn More »Download Schedule & Materials »



	Women’s Executive Leadership: Business Strategies for Success
October 21 – 25, 2024Philadelphia, PA$12,250
See More
Gain invaluable insight into the sophisticated business and leadership concepts that will help you propel your career forward while actively maintaining a work-life balance. Advance and inspire with clarity, confidence, and conviction.

Learn More »Download Schedule & Materials »





	Negotiation and Persuasion
	New Executive Influence: Increasing Your Impact with Persuasion and Power
November 4 – 7, 2024Philadelphia, PA$10,250
See More
Research shows that even the most brilliant executives must also possess the skills to influence people. The last mile in getting anything done is convincing others to go along. Executive Influence: Increasing Your Impact with Persuasion and Power will greatly expand your range of power and influence skills, helping you deploy them with confidence and integrity. Discover a broad toolbox of methods and techniques that will transform your skills for a lifetime.

Learn More »Download Schedule & Materials »



	Executive Negotiation Workshop: Negotiate with Confidence
May 6 – 10, 2024Philadelphia, PA$12,500
See More
Identify and understand your own negotiation style and that of others to negotiate more effectively. Learn transformative techniques and acquire practical tools and frameworks that will improve your ability to negotiate both inside and outside your organization.

Learn More »Download Schedule & Materials »





	Specialized Leadership
	New Health Care Leadership and Management: Leading Through Change
April 29 – May 3, 2024Philadelphia, PA$12,000
See More
Successfully lead the ever-changing health care environment, by understanding the shift in technologies, trends, economics, and dynamics within the ecosystem. Leverage the world-renowned Wharton MBA and Wharton's Health Care Management program faculty to provide unparalleled perspective on the health care industry while strengthening your key leadership skills and overall business acumen. Return to your organization ready to make an immediate impact across all areas with the enhanced decision-making abilities and in-depth skills you need to cultivate innovation and propel your organization forward. 

Learn More »Download Schedule & Materials »



	Wharton Nursing Leaders Program
December 16 – 20, 2024Philadelphia, PA$7,200
See More
The primary focus of this program is to assist nursing leaders in the effective management and implementation of strategic and tactical plans. The program includes identifying the key stakeholders and influencing their behavior, learning to manage resources, and knowing when to terminate a task force or health care project.

Learn More »Download Schedule & Materials »



	Wharton/ASIS Program for Security Executives: Making the Business Case for Security
April 28 – May 2, 2025Philadelphia, PA$12,500
See More
This program covers the core concepts of business to broaden your managerial and strategic perspectives, enhance your business instincts, and sharpen your ability to tackle management challenges. It will help you work more effectively with other leaders in your organization and communicate the bottom-line impact of security decisions.

Learn More »Download Schedule & Materials »







	[image: Wharton Executive Education Alumni Status logo]Alumni Status Advanced Management Program
Modular: On Campus and Live OnlineMay 20 – October 18, 2024On Campus and Online$69,500
See More
Wharton’s flagship leadership program is a transformational and immersive program for senior executives who are at the peak of their careers. This intellectually rigorous and highly experiential program will define you as a leader and strengthen your strategic prowess. Upon completion, you will be granted highly sought-after Wharton alumni status. 

Learn More »Download Schedule & Materials »



	Becoming a Leader of Leaders: Pathways for Success
April 14 – 19, 2024Philadelphia, PA$14,000
See More
Ensure your competence as a leader and examine the timeliness of your strategic vision. You will learn from the decision-making processes of great leaders and discuss challenges with a network of global peers.

Learn More »Download Schedule & Materials »



	Boards That Lead: Corporate Governance That Builds Value
February 4 – 5, 2025Philadelphia, PA$6,500
See More
Based on the book Boards That Lead, this executive education program provides the latest thinking from some of the world’s most knowledgeable and dynamic boardroom leaders on how directors can make a leadership difference.

Learn More »Download Schedule & Materials »



	CEO Academy®
July 17 – November 13, 2024$20,000
See More
Developed through a partnership between Wharton Executive Education and the CEO Academy®, this program provides CEOs with an unparalleled opportunity to connect with peers in a dynamic setting and enhance their leadership and strategic decision-making skills.

Learn More »



	Corporate Governance: Essentials for a New Business Era
April 22 – 25, 2024Philadelphia, PA$9,850
See More
Acquire critical management tools and gain new insight into the duties and nuances of board service. Learn how to forge partnerships with company officers to strengthen financial return, conduct better enterprise risk management, and achieve governance diversity during these complex times. 

Learn More »Download Schedule & Materials »



	Executive Development Program
September 16 – 27, 2024Philadelphia, PA$30,000
See More
Ascend to greater levels of management by honing your business acumen in multiple core competencies and advance your strategic decision-making capabilities to think faster, smarter, and more creatively. Intensive executive coaching from Wharton’s world-renowned faculty prepares you to lead your organization through the massive disruption happening in industries everywhere.

Learn More »Download Schedule & Materials »



	[image: Wharton Executive Education Alumni Status logo]Alumni Status General Management Program
See More
Invigorate, strengthen, and refine your leadership skills while elevating your management skills. Gain operational insight as you advance your business acumen with a focused curriculum that covers finance, leadership, marketing, and strategy. Accelerate your career while building an invaluable global network. Upon completion, you will be granted highly sought-after Wharton alumni status. 

Learn More »Download Schedule & Materials »



	Global Strategic Leadership
May 6 – 9, 2024Philadelphia, PA$9,850
See More
Lead your organization through the shifting global marketplace by building strategies that outmaneuver unpredictable trends and outperform the competition. Gain the insight necessary to predict future scenarios and create the global advantages required to drive success.

Learn More »Download Schedule & Materials »



	Leading Digital Transformation
April 29 – May 3, 2024Philadelphia, PA$12,000
See More
Shift your mindset from traditional thinking on product- or service-based value creation and competition to a platform and ecosystem perspective, and understand the new set of strategic choices and tradeoffs they represent.

Learn More »Download Schedule & Materials »



	Shareholder Activism: Activating Change for Value Creation
August 19 – 22, 2024Philadelphia, PA$9,850
See More
Learn how corporate boards and C-suite leadership prepare for activist campaigns directed at their company, and discover effective solutions for managing the process when it occurs. Develop the fundamentals for both value investing and value-based management. 

Learn More »Download Schedule & Materials »



	The CFO: Becoming a Strategic Partner
May 13 – 17, 2024Philadelphia, PA$14,500
See More
This program helps you refine your leadership style, communicate your financial knowledge to other leaders, and extend your influence across the organization. You will enhance your ability to impact your organization's strategy and value creation.

Learn More »Download Schedule & Materials »



	Women on Boards: Building Exceptional Leaders
June 11 – 14, 2024Philadelphia, PA$9,850
See More
Explore how to navigate the politics and culture of the boardroom and discover how to make your voice heard in this program that will give you a strong foundation for serving in your first director role.

Learn More »Download Schedule & Materials »





	Business Essentials for Executives
May 13 – 17, 2024Philadelphia, PA$12,000
See More
Accelerate your career with an in-depth understanding of the core concepts that drive business in every industry. Tap into the minds of Wharton’s world-renowned MBA faculty to become a stronger, more decisive leader.

Learn More »Download Schedule & Materials »



	Business Model Innovation in the Age of AI
May 6 – 10, 2024Philadelphia, PA$12,000
See More
Uncover industry-disrupting, revenue-building innovation within your existing business model. Learn to create, implement, and promote growth drivers for immediate application within your organization. 

Learn More »Download Schedule & Materials »



	Effective Decision Making: Thinking Critically and Rationally
May 20 – 24, 2024Philadelphia, PA$12,000
See More
Break through the hurdles of uncertainty and bias to become a powerfully decisive, more strategic leader. Hone your ability to influence and persuade by applying field-based research, proven approaches, and behavioral economics. Return to your organization with actionable knowledge to overcome obstacles and lead your organization to success. 

Learn More »Download Schedule & Materials »



	New Generative AI and Business Transformation
October 28 – 31, 2024Philadelphia, PA$12,500
See More
The emergence of generative AI has the potential to launch companies into game-changing growth. In order to successfully leverage its potential, you need a comprehensive understanding of generative AI technology, platforms, and large language models — as well as insight into acceptance barriers. Generative AI and Business Transformation leverages thought leadership from the world-renowned AI research center at The Wharton School to provide an in-depth analysis of the technology and transformative capabilities of generative AI. You’ll leave empowered with the knowledge and real-world strategies required to implement successful applications throughout your organization.

Learn More »Download Schedule & Materials »



	High-Potential Leaders: Accelerating Your Impact
April 29 – May 3, 2024Philadelphia, PA$13,850
See More
Develop the strategic perspective required of global leaders, learn to manage uncertainty and execute your vision, and establish a firm personal foundation that can withstand the pressures of leadership.

Learn More »Download Schedule & Materials »



	Leading Organizational Change
February 10 – 13, 2025Philadelphia, PA$10,250
See More
Expertly lead change initiatives within your organization by learning how to apply actionable steps to overcome resistance, establish greater resilience, and drive positive change behavior. Hone your intuition and develop real-world frameworks by participating in an experiential simulation employed by Fortune 500 executives.

Learn More »Download Schedule & Materials »



	New Leading Today’s Talent: Management Strategies for an Evolving Workforce
September 30 – October 4, 2024Philadelphia, PA$12,250
See More
For today’s leaders, navigating how to build and manage a team has proven more important and challenging than ever before, and attracting, motivating, and retaining talent is no longer a function reserved solely for HR. Staying ahead of the curve now requires both an evolved skillset and deep understanding of best practices, emerging trends, and technologies. This program equips participants with the proven skills required for successful people management — but through the much-needed lens of the ever-shifting future of work. 

Learn More »Download Schedule & Materials »



	New People Management for Emerging Leaders
September 1 – October 30, 2024Live Online$5,500Program Welcome Session
Tuesday, September 3, 2024 
3:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. EST 
AND 
Tuesdays beginning September, 10, 2024
for six consecutive weeks 
1:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. EST 
Additional asynchronous hours weekly
See More
This program offers a practical approach to the basics and more challenging aspects of assuming a supervisory position. Explore hiring and retention, succeeding through others’ success, managing difficult team contributors, legal and ethical issues, project management, handling interpersonal conflicts, motivating your people day to day, and more. People Management for Emerging Leaders is the ideal introduction or refresher for all those entrusted with leading a team to success. 

Learn More »Download Schedule & Materials »



	Scaling Business for Profitable Growth
June 3 – 7, 2024Philadelphia, PA$12,000
See More
Successfully navigate your company toward revenue-producing growth while strengthening strategic, financial, marketing, and leadership initiatives. Leave with an immediately deployable and financially viable plan for scalable expansion.

Learn More »Download Schedule & Materials »



	The Neuroscience of Business: Innovations in Leadership and Strategic Decisions
May 13 – 17, 2024Philadelphia, PA$12,000
See More
Learn how to apply neuroscience principles and technology to shape consumer behavior, improve your decisions, build better teams, strengthen client relationships, and hone marketing and communication strategies.

Learn More »Download Schedule & Materials »



	New Wharton ESG Essentials 
See More
Go beyond the headlines, tackle real-time challenges, and gain the clarity to not just understand the impacts of environmental, social, and governance (ESG) factors but to strategically harness them. Gain the tactical competencies needed to successfully link ESG to profit and loss statements, create a solid risk-management plan, and adopt proven best practices rooted in research. 

Learn More »Download Schedule & Materials »



	New Wharton ESG Executive Certificate for Financial Professionals
See More
Gain a powerful, actionable toolkit for investment professionals to implement, measure, model, and optimize ESG asset integration in your portfolios for sustained value generation. This advanced certificate is designed to quickly catapult financial leaders to the forefront of ongoing ESG investment decision making, empowering them to act as informed, prepared catalysts for change.

Learn More »Download Schedule & Materials »



	New Wharton ESG Executive Certificate for Senior Leaders
See More
Navigate mounting ESG complexities for senior business leaders. This certificate program provides a practical mix of insights for c-suite and board members to lead the way in ESG innovation and transformation. This advanced certificate is designed to quickly catapult corporate leaders to the forefront of ongoing ESG decision making, empowering them to act as informed, prepared catalysts for change.

Learn More »Download Schedule & Materials »



	New Wharton ESG Executive Certificate for Strategists
See More
Rise above the rhetoric and lofty promises to affect real change. Learn how to formulate, advocate for, and implement strategies that address ESG factors and apply the relevant research and tools to lead ESG strategy integration for your firm. This advanced certificate is designed to quickly catapult professionals to the forefront of ongoing ESG decision making, empowering them to act as informed, prepared catalysts for change.

Learn More »Download Schedule & Materials »



	Women’s Executive Leadership: Business Strategies for Success
October 21 – 25, 2024Philadelphia, PA$12,250
See More
Gain invaluable insight into the sophisticated business and leadership concepts that will help you propel your career forward while actively maintaining a work-life balance. Advance and inspire with clarity, confidence, and conviction.

Learn More »Download Schedule & Materials »





	New Executive Influence: Increasing Your Impact with Persuasion and Power
November 4 – 7, 2024Philadelphia, PA$10,250
See More
Research shows that even the most brilliant executives must also possess the skills to influence people. The last mile in getting anything done is convincing others to go along. Executive Influence: Increasing Your Impact with Persuasion and Power will greatly expand your range of power and influence skills, helping you deploy them with confidence and integrity. Discover a broad toolbox of methods and techniques that will transform your skills for a lifetime.

Learn More »Download Schedule & Materials »



	Executive Negotiation Workshop: Negotiate with Confidence
May 6 – 10, 2024Philadelphia, PA$12,500
See More
Identify and understand your own negotiation style and that of others to negotiate more effectively. Learn transformative techniques and acquire practical tools and frameworks that will improve your ability to negotiate both inside and outside your organization.

Learn More »Download Schedule & Materials »





	New Health Care Leadership and Management: Leading Through Change
April 29 – May 3, 2024Philadelphia, PA$12,000
See More
Successfully lead the ever-changing health care environment, by understanding the shift in technologies, trends, economics, and dynamics within the ecosystem. Leverage the world-renowned Wharton MBA and Wharton's Health Care Management program faculty to provide unparalleled perspective on the health care industry while strengthening your key leadership skills and overall business acumen. Return to your organization ready to make an immediate impact across all areas with the enhanced decision-making abilities and in-depth skills you need to cultivate innovation and propel your organization forward. 

Learn More »Download Schedule & Materials »



	Wharton Nursing Leaders Program
December 16 – 20, 2024Philadelphia, PA$7,200
See More
The primary focus of this program is to assist nursing leaders in the effective management and implementation of strategic and tactical plans. The program includes identifying the key stakeholders and influencing their behavior, learning to manage resources, and knowing when to terminate a task force or health care project.

Learn More »Download Schedule & Materials »



	Wharton/ASIS Program for Security Executives: Making the Business Case for Security
April 28 – May 2, 2025Philadelphia, PA$12,500
See More
This program covers the core concepts of business to broaden your managerial and strategic perspectives, enhance your business instincts, and sharpen your ability to tackle management challenges. It will help you work more effectively with other leaders in your organization and communicate the bottom-line impact of security decisions.

Learn More »Download Schedule & Materials »
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